
jupiter flynn 
“villain to my story” (EP, release 21.06.2024) 

The press has already praised jupiter flynn’s debut album, now she is announcing an EP.
A little recap of the album reviews: “Even Taylor Swift could be jealous of the guitar ballad ‘the 

idea of me’" (Rolling Stone) - "Remarkably mature debut" (Brigitte) - “Exactly what's needed to 
travel through life and first loves" (Schall) - “Indie pop performed to perfection" (Plattentests.de)

 

jupiter flynn once again demonstrates her mastery in storytelling with her latest EP, villain to my 
story, produced by Pola Roy and to be released on 21st of June. While her debut album moon 

propelled us into the depths of space, this new offering invites us on a journey through the 
tumultuous landscape of toxic relationships.

The EP commences with a powerful anthem-like track, monsters and men, setting the tone with its 
rock-infused energy and a resolute declaration amidst the shadows: "I'm not afraid of the dark.”

 As the narrative unfolds, villain to my story navigates the highs and lows of a turbulent 
relationship, blending melancholic melodies with bursts of optimism against a backdrop of 

electronic beats.

another sad song elevates the emotional rollercoaster, momentarily suspending us in weightless 
reflection before propelling us forward with a sense of hope.  

goodbye and good luck marks a decisive moment as we finally sever ties with toxicity, embracing 
newfound liberation, leaving swirling dust clouds in our wake.

Closing with all or nothing, the EP concludes on a tranquil note, offering a sanctuary of electronic-
infused serenity. jupiter flynn's evolution is evident, with her vocals taking center stage amidst a 
backdrop of predominant guitars and synthesizers, exuding confidence and clarity throughout the 

journey. 



jupiter flynn’s EP “villain to my story” will be released on 21st of June 2024 via Polanoa
Music/Wagram Stories Berlin.

Pre-Save: 
EPK: jupiter flynn EPK may 2024 new.pdf 

jupiter flynn on Social Media: Instagram | Spotify | TikTok | YouTube 

About jupiter flynn 
jupiter flynn is a young singer-songwriter born in Amsterdam. She has lived in Tokyo, New York, 
Sydney and Frankfurt and is now based in Berlin and has supported artists like Pablo Brooks, M. 

Byrd and Pina Palau, but has also stood on stage as the main act. 
She released her debut album in November 2022, which she recorded with her producer Pola Roy 

(drummer of Wir sind Helden) in his studio. 
Her compositions are of a fragile, light-footed indie-pop quality, while her husky voice and dark 

coming-of-age lyrics form a strong counterpart that lends her work a captivating depth. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1n18qVe0hGNG48sHPbdHHM2AuzH1DqTxt/view?usp=share_link
http://Instagram%20%7C%20Spotify%20%7C%20TikTok%20%7C%20YouTube
https://open.spotify.com/artist/22pvoqQ30AljyB7Vxi0F0U?si=YOOzI1YQQ0KbjecjX-LAKA
https://www.tiktok.com/@jupiterflynn
https://www.youtube.com/@jupiterflynn

